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Resolution.
The Conference re-assembled on the next day,the Shi December, and passed a
resolution inter alia advising the Indian nation to accept the invitation to the Round
Table Conference, it being understood that this conference was to be called to frame
a constitution for India on the basis of Dominion Status, opining that delegates to
the Round Table Conference be selected in the All-Parties' Conference to be con-
vened specially for the purpose and for the purpose of arriving at unanimity as
far as possible between the various parties in India, expressing disapproval at the
selection of delegates to the Round Table Conference on communal lines, but urging
that ail interests be represented in the delegation to the Conference.
The Sikh Conference
The Sikh Conference opened at Lahore on the 30th December 1929 under a htige
shamiana outside the Fort. Over 30,000 Sikhs of all castes and creeds attended.
welcome address
Mr. Mar Singh, chairman of the reception committee, welcoming the delegates,
said that it had been the misfortune of India to be attacked from the north by
ambitious leaders of tribe and kings and she was not able to withstand their attacks
until Guru Nanak Dev infused a military spirit in the Hindus, Then not only did
the Sikhs cross the Attpck river and the Khyber Pass as warriors but hoisted their
flag in Tibet for the first time from the south. The Sikhs had made tremendous
sacrifices during the great European War of freedom, Even now they were
prepared to fight for the country and work with the Congress if the latter gave an
undertaking that they would not help the establishment of a commual raj in the Punjab.
The Sikhs wanted a Swaraj m which no community could dominate over another com-
munity. This could be done by granting 30 per cent representation in the
administration to the Sikhs. If, however, the Sikhs* demands were ignored and a
communal raj was established in the Punjab, Sikhs would fight it to the bitter end.
sardar kharak singh's appeal
Sardar Kharak Singh, President, said that they had met on a very grave
occassion, an occasion of deep importance for the future peace and
prosperity of the country. He felt gratified that the Nehru Report lad
been discarded, and Gandhiji and other Congress leaders had agread
"that in the event of a communal solution being found necessary under any fktfflne
constitutionj no solution would be acceptable to the Congress which did not giire
full satisfaction to the Sikhs and other communities, and further that the Sikhs would
have their special colour in the National Flag" That was a promise based ob an
undetermined future, and would only be honoured if the Sikhs had power beMwl
their demand and were in a position to enforce the covenant.
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Sardar  Kharak Singh reiterated that the only reasonable ambition Cor
was to work for complete national independence.   The Sikhs* position was aa$$
always been 10 have a non-communal national government
Sardar Kharak Singh dwelt at length on the importance of Ms
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its interests extending throughout India and the world, the payment by It of 40
per cent of the entire land revenue and the canal dbargses in t&e Punjab, Its ssf)f%
of one-third of the man-power to die Indian Army and its sufferings for die national
cause. Of the 31 sentenced to death in the caiise of tbe national rjoovemeat 27
were Sikhs, and of the 121 sentenced to long imprisonment 91 were Sikh®, **Under
the circumstances, I think,*' continued Sardar ICharak Singh WI can on yoor behalf
enipijatically declare that we, as a community, are not prep*red to be overshadowed
and permit any community to establish m permanent power. The demand for
self-government is vitiated by the communal representation which in the
would establish tlie Mesiiin cosuawnity in permanent power, and in some
the Hindu majority. The problem of self-government can
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